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Welcome from the host 2019!
Welcome to the magazine of the International Camp on Communication and Computers (ICC). VICTA
and the ICC UK editorial team are thrilled to welcome you the 2019 magazine. We have designed it to
reflect the dynamic nature of ICC, and to showcase the exceptional talent of visually impaired
students. We hope our readers, new and old, will find the magazine as appealing and accessible as
we do.
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The 25 International Camp on Communication and Computers was hosted by VICTA, in the UK, at
the Royal National College (RNC) for the Blind, in Hereford. With over 15 countries taking part, RNC
was the perfect base which brought together 120 participants from across Europe and Japan.

The idea of ICC
ICC’s young adult activity programme is uniquely
designed to support visually impaired young people and
help them believe in and progress into a positive future.
With flexible delivery methods and content, the
programme is ideally suited to meet the needs and
interests of young people, building confidence, selfesteem and core skills to prepare them for life beyond
school. ICC is a unique camp with a special focus.
We believe the camp provides a unique learning opportunity for participants to acquire such skills as
working with others, understanding self, communicating, making decisions and leadership, all framed
within the context of a move into higher education or the labour market. Not all the learning is formal,
and the international nature of the camp allows an exchange of ideas and experiences normally
reserved for their sighted peers. And at the end of the camp, all participants, whether as attendee,
expert or volunteer will have strengthened their CVs and personal statements and developed skills
that increase well-being and self-sufficiency helping them to develop into active and productive
members of their communities.
The workshop programme is supported by a set of learning principles. These include:
 a mix of formal and non-classroom-based, informal learning
 supportive setting in which individuals can develop confidence and interpersonal skills
 opportunities for young people to stretch themselves and achieve new goals
 a process of consciously reviewing goals and considering how to make improvements using a
wide range of review techniques to help the young people identify what they have learned in
fun, creative and varied ways.
 it is important that the programme is presented in an environment that allows young people to
demonstrate their real potential, think about their long-term goals and to focus on their
personal development.
The variety of backgrounds and experiences of ICC participants is a unique ingredient which
contributes significantly to the development of the young people. Exposing young people to sets of
views and behaviours outside their ‘norm’ through a different peer group offers a chance to broaden
their perspective and gives them the freedom to change their own behaviours if they wish.
ICC is an international 10-day camp that focuses on enhancing computer literacy, technical and social
skills of blind and partially sighted participants, all of which are critical for supporting integration into
mainstream education especially those students transitioning from school into university.Students
have access to and receive hands-on training on a wide range of the most current technologies
including special apps available, guide dog, creating a figure as a model, 3D modelling information to
support education, and of course social connectivity by reflecting culture in various ways. Students
encourage each other, and by shaping their own learning and experiences on camp, everyone is given
a voice to become more life confident.
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before so I knew how to do it, but for most of
the participants it was the first possibility to try
it. As I said before, it wouldn’t have been the
same without the instructors who were all the
time with us and they were showing us how to
do it.

Workshops and new skills
Climbing for everyone
A lot of people reckon climbing is a sport only
for sighted people, but ICC camps always
break the borders. This year’s ICC camp which
took place in England was almost a sports
camp. In the first 3 days every group went to
Oaker Wood for some climbing activities.
Firstly, everyone had to climb a high tree with
some holders in it. The tree was 12 metres
high. Fortunately there were a lot of holders in
it so in my opinion was that it was not so
difficult to climb it. But it would be much more
difficult if we were alone. Fortunately there
were instructors with us who showed us
everything was safe. I think it was the most
tiring activity but everyone overcame it.
Another activity was that you could be a
gladiator and it was really fun. The first task
was to climb into the trunk with holders - after
that there was a net to climb into and at the
end it was a car tire to climb into. But in my
opinion the third activity was absolutely the
best. We were climbing to another tree with
some holders in it. We climbed onto a platform
where the instructors changed our ropes. After
that we were falling down the rope. In my
opinion, out of all the activities it was the most
exciting part of the trip.

It is a really important thing to show sighted
people that the blind are not worse because of
our disability - we only need a little bit of help
to do the same things as they can. It is also
really important to help other visually impaired
people become more active. Unfortunately
there are a lot of blind people who stay at
home and don’t even know that they can do
things like that. That’s why ICC camps can
change the lives of many people.
By Maciej Kapczynski

Blind cricket

Blind cricket was invented in Melbourne in
1922 by two blind factory workers who
improvised the game using a tin can containing
rocks. The Victorian Blind Cricket Association
was founded shortly after, in 1922. The first
sports ground and clubhouse for blind cricket
was built at Kooyong, Melbourne in 1928.
Verbal signals are widely used both by umpires
and players: in particular, the bowler must
shout ‚Play!‘ as he releases the ball. The
delivery is required to pitch at least twice when
bowled to a completely blind batsman (once
when bowled to a partially sighted batsman),
but must not be rolling. Unlike the regular
game you do not score runs.

On Friday we had another opportunity to do
something even more exciting than that. It was
rock climbing in the Brecon Beacons in Wales.
It was even better because we could climb up
a real rock cliff. It was the first time I did such
an exciting activity. I have to mention that it
was quite difficult but it was worth to try it. I
have done some wall climbing a few times

I experienced Blind cricket at ICCUK 2019 for
the first time and I very much enjoyed it and I
will be considering looking for a blind cricket
club to join when I return home, this has been
my favourite leisure activity.
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I had a go at bating, bowling and fielding the
three main rolls in Cricket. I was able to hear
the ball coming towards me as there was a bell
inside. The bat used is the same as a normal
traditional cricket bat. The ball has the size of
three football containing a set of carbon balls
to make a sound. The ball is highly visible as
well as audible. The Stumps are wider and
taller than those used in sighted cricket,
brightly coloured usually orange and have a
height of 35 inches and 10 inches wide. They
can be used indoor or outdoor. Facts about
Blind cricket: It was invented in Melbourne
in1922 by two blind factory workers. You don’t
run in blind cricket. The ball has a bell inside it
and has to bounce twice when bowled. How
blind cricket works. Every team must have at
least four B1 players who are totally blind, to
achieve this all players must wear patches that
completely cover their eyes. In addition there
must be three B2 players partially sighted and
no more than four B3 players (partially
sighted). The runs scored by B1 players are
doubled. Today Blind Cricket is played in all
cricket playing countries.

harnesses to keep us secure while climbing. It
made me feel a bit safer when the harness and
helmet got double checked and the instructors
explained step by step what we would be
doing. The first station, the so called “monkey
challenge” was a tree climb, about 12 meters
high. Fortunately, you could stop at any point
and the instructor would let you down, which
was way more comfortable than I expected. I
stood by while some of my group mates
already started climbing. Some of them made it
up onto 6 meters, some even made it to the
top. “I won’t make it higher than 3 meters”, so I
thought. Then it was my turn. You had to climb
up on a small ladder to reach the first lug to
step on. I was surprised how fast I found the
first lugs although my legs were shaking like
hell. I heard the people standing below, some
of them were singing and cheering for their
mates, but it gave me a shot of motivation too.
“You’re almost at the top!” I suddenly heard the
instructor say. “What?” I shouted, almost losing
my balance. “Just a few more steps and you’re
there!” he answered. I thought it had been 4 or
5 meters, not more than 6. I realized that falling
down from that height could seriously hurt
someone. “Alright, I want to go down.” I said in
fear. “Sure?” he asked in disbelieve. “Yes!” I
shouted in panic. Then I laid back in my
harness and slowly got down to the ground.
And though I haven’t made it to the 12 meters,
maybe just 10, I was proud.

By Otis Butterfield-Kendall

Overcoming fear in Oaker Wood
“I won’t do that”, I thought while entering the
minibus. “Maybe I’ll give it a try”, I thought
during the ride. “I should have stayed in
Hereford, relaxing in the spa or having a few
drinks at the bar”, I thought while the instructor
clipped me onto the climbing rope. “What the
hell am I doing here?” I shouted when I stood
on the platform, 6 meters high, ready to jump,
ready for the freefall.

On the next station I was more successful. You
had to climb up a swinging ladder, which was
the most challenging thing for me, then there
was a climbing net and at the top you had to
climb on car tires. I wouldn’t say it was easy,
but I was way more motivated than at the
beginning. And this time I reached the top. And
although I swore to myself I would never ever
do a freefall, I followed the others to the quick
jump.

I’ve always been afraid of heights. In
rollercoasters I was the person that screamed
even though the ride hadn’t even started yet. I
love swimming, but diving boards have always
been my nightmare. And since I visited a high
rope course with my class and they told me to
hold on to the blue rope, which I of course
couldn’t see, climbing wasn’t my first choice
when it came to sports. But ICC is known for
giving you the best experiences and a new
level of confidence, so I decided to give it a try
when I read we would be going to the Oaker
Wood Activity Center.

There was a platform you had to climb onto. It
was about 6 meters high, they told us. “No
problem for me.”, I thought. Then you had to
step off the platform. The first 3 meters would
be a freefall, after that the construction would
let you down more slowly. I remember myself
quickly climbing up the tree, not shaking that
bad anymore. I reached the platform and then,
again, realised how high that must be. “You
won’t embarrass yourself in front of all those
people” I said to myself. My heart was beating,
my legs shaking worse than ever before. I took
a few steps, the instructor clipped me onto the
construction and then I stood there on the

It was sunny, but a bit too hot for British
standards when we started our half an hour
drive on Thursday evening. The atmosphere in
the bus was good, everyone was excited and
cheerful. At the activity center we got our
6

edge of the platform. The group was cheering.
I breathed in, breathed out and then, finally, I
jumped.

The tiny bit of sight I do have definitely helps
with some sports. For example, when playing
visually impaired football no one wears a
blindfold. Whereas, blind football, players do
wear a blindfold, making it equal for every
player. I can use my hearing to identify where
the ball is and I can play for a lot longer
because I don’t have to focus with my eyes.

I guess I never screamed that loud before.
Sorry to everyone for that. But I also never felt
that free and that
proud. I know for
some people this
isn’t a big
achievement, they
would just laugh at
me and tell me what
challenging things
they have done in
their life. But for me
this was my best
experience at ICC so
far. It made me a
more confident and
I’ll hopefully ride
rollercoasters
without screaming in Marie Lampe in
horror in the future.
Oaker Woods

My favourite sports are goalball, blind football,
swimming, and blind cricket. When I was in
primary school I started taking part in
swimming galas and didn’t stop until the end of
year 11. How I could take part in swimming
galas and how I felt safe taking part was with
the use of lane dividers because I would know
if I had gone out my lane. If they weren’t there I
wouldn’t have felt comfortable enough to take
part. I enjoy goalball because it’s a fun game to
play because you are trying to get a goal for
your team. Just because it’s a sport for the
blind doesn’t mean it’s not hard, one of the
things you have to do in the game is throw
yourself on hard wooden floors to stop the
other team from scoring a goal. The ball is
flying at high speed when players try to score a
goal for their team. This is a sport which you
wear a blindfold to play so it’s equal on every
individual who plays.

By Marie Lampe

My sports adventures
Everybody enjoys sport, because it includes
everyone no matter what stands in your way.

The reason why I enjoy blind football is
because it’s equal on everyone because we
are all blindfolded. I don’t have to rely on the
vision I have which is good because my eyes
get tired. One of the things I like is that blind
football uses a bel ball so I’m able to use my
hearing to find out where the ball is.

When I was 2 years old I lost my sight.
Because I was so young I do not remember
what it was like to have sight, but with my
parents by my side and their support I learnt to
adapt and overcome the barriers I would now
have ahead in my life. The older I became the
more I have realised there are things I can’t do,
but sport has made it inclusive for people like
myself, which makes me feel like I can get
involved. With my parents willing to take me to
many sporting events I first found out about
blind sports. They also encouraged me to keep
going with blind sports even if it got tricky at
times because they know how much I enjoy it.
Because of this, I have been able to conquer
Mount Snowdon three times, even with the
challenges along the way. While walking up
Snowdon I have faced many challenges like,
moving rocks on a pathway while going uphill,
and climbing it in the rain (which I hate) but
with my parent’s motivation I didn’t give up and
I got to the top each time.

Blind cricket is a good game to play because
you get a chance to be each position within the
game. The difference between cricket and
blind cricket is the use of a bell ball. A bell ball
makes the game inclusive for V.I. players. V.I.
users can listen for the ball if it’s too far away
from where they can see.
In each of these, sports communication is key.
If someone hasn’t worked with V.I. people
before I find they often underestimate us
because they don’t think we can do it. People
might think of us as different however we are
the same as anybody else. Sometimes we just
need things adapted for us to enable us to be
able to do it and to be able to get involved.

The use of blindfolds in sport may seem daft
however I feel safer using a blindfold. I find it
difficult to focus for a long time because my
eyes get tired, no matter what the occasions is.

By Summer Pearson
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The theatre workshop - ICC on
stage, an opportunity to play
different roles

for work. It was also a good occasion to meet
new people and getting to know each other.
After that I took part in a theatre workshop and
it was really amazing. I could express my
acting abilities and practice my creativity. By
the way it was also really funny acting in a
specific scene. The same day we went for
climbing. I could practice some sports
activities. It was one of the best things I’ve ever
done. But in my opinion the most useful and
interesting workshop at ICC was “getting your
backpack packed- traveling around the world.”
I found out a lot of really useful things about
traveling’ It is my greatest passion and in the
future I would like to travel to South America’. I
also found out about how can I go to Erasmus.
Those workshops inspired me to go to Spain
for an exchange next year. Before those
workshops I was thinking that it could be a
really difficult and complicated way, but it
supposed that it is much more easier than it is.

The theatre workshop gave us the opportunity
to release our inner actors. The abilities of
improvising and creativity were the keys for
feeling joy and having a great time together.
We laughed, cried, screamed and played a lot
of different roles about a man who cheated on
his wife with a student who tries to kill her
teacher with a pan. During acting you could
recognize that the shyness of the participants
flew away like a free little bird and the actor
within them raised up like a phoenix. Because
of that, we had a wonderful time together.
But what do you need to be an actor? It’s quite
easy, if you are not shy or nervous on a stage.
Don’t feel afraid or nervous when you are in
another role. Some roles are weird, some roles
are crazy and some roles are very serious.
You have to switch your mood and your
personality. In some cases, you also have to
change your attitude, if it doesn’t fit to your
role. Maybe you are a peaceful person but you
have to play a screaming rude role. So be
aware of that fact, if you start to act in a group.

Sincerely saying there are not so many
possibilities to find out so much useful and
interesting things and I’ll always recommend
ICC to my friends in Poland.
By Maciej Kapczynski

Guide dogs

This workshop gave us the chance to find new
and unknown strengths in our character. We
could find out more about ourselves. Shylooking people developed to be strong or crazy
actors who impressed the whole group with
their acting. So I think that the Theatre
Workshop should be visited by a lot of people.
Try to jump over your shadow and show the
others which actor is trapped within yourself.
To the question “To be or not to be” an actor? I
would definitely answer: “I am an actor.”

A lot of people like animals. Most of the people
have dogs. A lot of blind people decide to have
a guide dog. This dog
helps a blind person to
be independent. It`s
important that the blind
person who wants to
have a guide dog must
love dogs, is
responsible and take
care of him. Guide dogs
can go everywhere. I go
with him to school, on
the bus and everywhere
else.

By Niclas Sobbe

What can I use from the ICC
workshops?
Every day in ICC was really busy’ Every day
we had different workshops about different
topics. My first workshop was about
networking. To be honest I thought it would be
something different and at first I was a little bit
afraid of it. I’m not good in networking and I
thought it could be quite difficult. But I was
really surprised because it was about
interpersonal relationships an connecting
people. I found out about some really
interesting things like some Apps to search
and apply for jobs. I’m 18 years old and I didn`t
know a lot about Apps to write a CV or to look

Now, I am at the ICC
Tadej Gru and his
camp. Here the people
guide dog
are very friendly. There
are four dogs at the camp this year. I like that
everyone like the dogs here, are friendly and
nobody is inhabited in their job. Guide dogs are
really the best. There are our third eye. If you
are lonely, the dog will help you. He is your
best friend. The most suitable breed for the
guide dogs are the Labradors, because they
like to learn a lot. But there are many other
breed of dogs who can be trained to be a guide
8

By Shohei Kimijima

dog. All guide dogs are great. Every second
with the dog is important and we need to be
grateful for everything that we have.

Microsoft and GiveVision - a
glimpse into the future

By Tadej Gru

Digitalisation and new
technologies
3D-Pikachu is coming!
I joined the workshop named “Basic of
geometry, 3D modelling, 3D printing.” This was
the first time I have made and printed a 3D
model using “Tinkercat,” software available on
the internet browser. Tinkercat can make 3D
models using many different combinations of
components. For example, a ball, a rectangular
and a cylinder. We can make 3D models with
those components and we can deform and
connect them. Our workshop leader, Tomasz
taught us how to use the programme and then
we had enough time to make a 3D model by
ourselves. His description of the software was
concise and understandable.

Bryan Broeker trying GiveVision
Many of the ICC participants use assistive
technology to improve their daily lives. On
camp days 3 and 4, we got an impression of
what might await us in the future in that field.
Microsoft® (MS®): “Hello, who are you?”
MS® has, in the recent years, made great
efforts to improve the lives of blind/visually
impaired people, especially by doing two
things: making Seeing AI, which is a powerful
assistive app covering many needs of blind/VI
people, improving their daily lives, and
massively improving Narrator, Windows’s
native Screen reader.

At first, I was
wondering what to
make because I’m a
beginner at making 3D
models. I wanted to
make an easy model
that everyone knows,
but all my ideas were
too difficult to make.
Finally, I decided to
make Pikachu,
because I like Pocket
Monster and I think
Thomas and Shohei
everyone knows him.
Kimijima with a 3D
And now, when I meet
model Pikachu
someone who doesn’t
know him, I can introduce him using my 3D
model! most difficult part of making him was
how to show different colours on his skin
because the 3D printer cannot express
different colours. I expressed it by gaps.
Traditionally, Pikachu has yellow skin, red
cheeks and black ears. So I made gaps
between these colours. I think it works well.

Now, they are again using AI (as in Seeing AI)
to create ways to improve blind peoples lives.
In the session, I was given the early prototype
of the device to find and identify a MS recruiter.
Then, my task was to talk to the recruiter so
she could judge my networking skills. After
that, I was tasked to find and identify another
person from MS to get a demo of a tactile
method to teach blind and visually impaired
children how to code.
After that was done, I had to give feedback on
my experience using a method that was
completely new to me: the tap-tap scale.
Basically, there was a lineal/shaped beam in
front of me, which had several clay pieces on
it. On each of them, there was a braille
number. The numbers went from 1 to 21.
Based on that, my feedback was collected.

After this workshop, I got my printed model! I
was moved because this Pikachu is my first 3D
model and people who know Pocket Monster
could recognise that it is Pikachu. I appreciate
to my workshop leader, Tomasz, for teaching
me with great kindness.

As a small thanks, I got some MS®
merchandise, which included a wireless
speaker. That speaker is being heavily used
during the rest of the camp.
GiveVision: sight improvements through VR
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afterwards. I stayed at the hospital for five
months. I had to reboot after such a long time
at the hospital. You know, you don’t actually
live there, you just survive. So, it took my time
when I got back home, enjoying the company
of my family and feeling more free. In
September I started the revalidation. My
muscles lost all their strength at that time, I
was terribly weak. I got the time to sort things
out, to restore my physical and mental
balance. My left leg was also destroyed during
the skydiving accident so in the beginning I
needed a cane, not only because of my
blindness but also for being able to walk. Later
on, I started to leave the house and walk
around my small hometown day after day. I
really wanted my independence back. After a
month I already saw the progress of doing so.
Things that seemed complicated to me in the
beginning were a lot easier for me now. The
first year I travelled the north of Italy using
public transport. I had the opportunity to book
travel assistance that could help me around.
But one day however, I forgot to book this
assistance, so I got lost. I ended up in a city
that was like 200 kilometres from mine,
realizing that I was all alone. Luckily, some
helpful travellers got me to a taxi, and so I
managed to get home I have to trust some
strangers. After this adventure, I sometimes
didn’t book the assistance again and got to the
places where I wanted to be just by asking for
help. I started to get a hang of this kind of
traveling. I felt like, why should I stay in Italy? I
can go everywhere I want. Okay, maybe I have
to improve my English, but then I can travel
without limits. And so I did. I kind of challenged
myself to reach as many countries as possible
in 2,5 years. I managed to visit 90 countries
during that time. I also liked to spread the
message of independency, trust and freedom
to other visually impaired people. We’re all
brothers and sisters, you know. It doesn’t
matter from which country you are, because
after all, we’re all human beings who should
and would trust and help each other.

On the next day, we got an impression of what
could await the partially sighted in the future.
GiveVision is a UK company which is
manufacturing devices for partially sighted
people. At ICC, the showed us a VR headset
that helps partially sighted people see better,
for example to read. Also, you can set different
contrasts and change light intensity.
Despite me being fully blind and so not
benefiting from the device at all, I tried it on to
see how it felt regarding things like weight. I
can say (and that was confirmed buy the
person showcasing the device) that this device
is not ideal for carrying while you are going out,
working etc. because it is extremely heavy.
Although I am glad that this technology exists
and that it will help people, it is a shame that
they are not developing anything for the blind.
We’ll see if they expand to products for blind
people once they are a bigger company.
By Julian Gimplinger

Cultural connections
We’re all brothers and sisters

Karlo Skrinjaric and Mihael Drežnjak chatting
at a table / Alessandro cooking everywhere
Everyone brings their one special story to the
International camp on Communication and
Computers (ICC). When you go and talk to
each other, you’ll find the most interesting,
exciting and different stories from all over the
world. So, let’s give one of these exceptional
life stories some space here: the life changing
story of Italian NC Alessandro Bordini, who
went blind in his twenties and found a great
way of dealing with this sudden sight loss.

And now I’m here at ICC, having such a good
time sharing my experiences at the ‘around the
world’ workshop. I also wrote a book about my
travels and in March, I started a company
where sighted people can enjoy a meal in the
dark, just to experience what it’s like to be
visually impaired. Life doesn’t get worse when
you lose your sight, it gets more challenging.

When I was 23, I lost my sight due to a
skydiving accident. After I woke up in the
hospital – I was in a coma – I didn’t realize
what had happened to me. I was in a daze at
that time, put to sleep artificially so that my
body could recover. In fact, I didn’t get blind
because of the accident itself, but because of
the loads of medicines they gave me

By Alessandro Bordini
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ICC – the most accessible camp for
the visually impaired!

Computers are assistive from the first step of
logging on. It‘s a pleasure to see how braille
converted itself into today‘s technology.

As a blind person, accessibility is the most
essential factor in my life, especially because I
study Law and my long-term goal is to get to
know as many means of accessibility as
possible. ICC is the most appropriate one,
regarding orientation, technology or freetime
activities. In this article, let me draw your
attention to this topic through some examples.

At ICC you can choose from different ways of
entertainment besides chatting and socializing.
Goalball, football and other sports are
available, feel free to join whatever you want!
Another idea is to explore the town in small
groups and buy some gifts for your loved ones.
What about additional disabilities?

This year ICC takes place at a college for the
blind which is well-equipped with all assistive
facilities that are necessary for some great
experiences.

Feel free to apply to ICC if you have any
additional disability! The organizers will do their
best to find some solutions to your problem.
The building is well-equipped with an elevator
and accessible bathrooms for wheelchair
users. If you‘re hearing impaired, you‘ll never
miss any information - I guarantee.

I love to explore the world around me, no
matter how much I can see. At ICC there are
many ways to sort it out. There are extremely
helpful volunteers who are always available to
show as around. Furthermore, at the whole
area guidelines make you confident at
orientation and they never let you get lost.
Guidelines can be found inside and outside of
the buildings as well, they indicate where to go
on the sidewalk, where the stairs are, which
floor you intend to go, and so on. If you are a
white cane user, getting around will become a
piece of cake.

All in all, ICC satisfies all the accessibility
requirements that means just let your worries
go. There must be a solution for everything.
When the time comes, apply to ICC and be
part of an exciting adventure!
By Vera Babinszki

On my way to understand the UK
Hello ICC newspaper readers! It‘s Yannis from
Greece.

We live in a modern
world where I.T.
replaces the paper
based items.
However, ICC
preserves them as
braille labels which
Braille tags
suggest useful
information. In this way you‘ll find the room that
you need, even at the dorm where your name
is on the door of your bedroom. Obviously, the
buttons in the elevator are full of braille,
moreover, if you‘ve run out of water, you can
read how to use the water containers.

During the camp, I
met Otis, a nice guy
from the UK, and we
had some
conversation about
English customs,
culture and
language. Let‘s get
to meet the United
Kingdom better
through his words.

Participants at a UK
post box, Vera
Babinszki, Alexa
Vé�rtesi and others

At first, he talked to
me about what
English people do
on their Christmas and Easter holidays.

Do you have a guide dog and you‘re planning
to participate in ICC? Don‘t hesitate to bring
your furry friend with you! Leave your fears
behind you in connection with his/her safety.
When you need to be away from your dog, just
let him/her explore the spending pens. You
both can enjoy the camp like this.

Christmas season is a period that we use to
spend with family. We organize dinners, we go
for some walks and we exchange presents.
We trim a Christmas tree and when Santa
Claus is about to visit us, we place a glass of
whiskey next to the tree in order to thank and
please him. During our Easter holidays some
people go egg hunting. We mainly stay with
our families and have some meals together.

Improve your I.T. skills with assistive
technology! As ICC is based on computers, the
most accessible softwares are installed all of
them. No matter if you use screenreader, any
magnifying software or even a braille display,
you don‘t have to worry about anything.
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others, though they would love to be such a
hero. But this opinion is not correct. They can
do a lot.

After that, he gave me some tips about food
we need to taste during a trip at the UK.
You definitely need to taste the traditional
English breakfast, which contains eggs,
potatoes, sausages and tomatoes. Curry
chicken and onion rings are very tasty as well.
As for desserts, I would recommend some
brownies and carrot cake.

I’ve studied in grammer school the education
of visually impairment and there was a great
group of several amazing students. We did
amazing activities.
For example, on holiday of Mikulas (in some
countries it is called day of St. Nicholas) me
and my friend from our school bought some
fruits, got soft toys and sweets and went to
hospital. We brought presents for kids at
neurological station and we were wearing
costumes like Mikula, angels and nice devils.
My blind friend was the most beautiful angel at
this day.

Then, he gave me a great idea about some
places that I would have to visit.
If you go to London, it would be nice to visit Big
Ben and the London Eye. You can also find
some amazing pubs all over the UK.
Finally, he taught me some English tongue
twisters. The first of those is ‚She sells sea
shells on the sea shore“. Of course I never got
to say it. I got some tongue injuries instead. He
told me one more,from the Mary Poppins
movie... Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious.
Don‘t try this at home.

Or before Christmas, we declared an art
“competition“ in our school. Students brought
their wares like pictures, photos, poets,
ceramics in topic “Dog and cat“. We bought
these wares between ourself. But the money
we gave to one big money-box. And all of the
money we sent to support a special shelter.

In any case, I think all of us want to visit the UK
once more after Otis sharing his point of view
with us.

We also organised charity races two times. Or
we made candles from honeycomb and gave
them to poor women, who haven´t got
electricity at home but are using candles.

By Yannis Vitsos

Heroes everywhere

So be creative! The best way to support
somebody is by being able to combine your
personal hobby with the field you are helping
somebody. My blind friend Ondra defected
600km from the most west point in Czech to
the most east point and get by this way more
than 250 000 czech crowns for small blind
athletes!

It is great, that around the world are a many
healthy people, who are wiling to help to blind
and visually impaired people. But sometimes,
youth blind people are feeling useless. And
that is wrong. Many of us want to help offers
and not only receiving it.
Who is hero? Hero is someone, who has
courage, doesn´t live only for himself, serves
for others and enjoy it.

So yes, go to schools with your guide dog and
do education. If you love cooking, I could do it
for someone. Be the coach or sparring partner
of same special sports like goalball or
showdown, or do music, concert or drama for
someone.
Or be volunteer at the next ICC camp. Our
volunteers are great proofed, they are heroes
between us!
By Eva Lesová

Volunteer group of VICTA, UK
Unfortunately many youth blind people live in
conviction, that they cannot do anything for
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Netherlands and Japan

about 10 percent of the working population
makes use of trains to get to work.
The breakfast, lunch and dinner habits are also
very different. In the Netherlands people eat
bread or porridge for breakfast whereas in
Japan they have rice for breakfast. For lunch,
people from the Netherlands often take their
bread from home to either school or work. In
the Netherlands people eat their hot meal at 6
o’clock. In the Netherlands we have had a lot
of influences on our foods from Indonesia,
Turkey, Italy and other countries. One product
that also defines the Netherlands is the love for
cheese. However in traditional Japanese
dishes, it’s not really used.

Nick, Bryan Broeker and Yuki Murata chatting
at a couch
In Japan and the Netherlands entertainment is
very different. Japan has a lot of very colourful
arcades where you can enjoy yourself for
hours. One of the most popular arcade
machines is the Pachinko machine. A pachinko
machine is a bit like a vertical pinball machine.
In the Netherlands arcades are unfortunately
not that popular.

By Bryan Broker

Social networking
ICC – is it a good idea to
participate? Yes!

The Japanese and Dutch school systems are a
little different as well. In Japanese high schools
baseball competitions are very popular. In
Dutch primary schools, football competitions
are very popular. The Japanese high schools
also provide more club activities whereas in
the Netherlands club activities are more being
done outside of school. Japanese schools also
provide extensive cooking classes. In the
Netherlands cooking classes provide less
cooking knowledge. I would like Dutch schools
to improve on this.
When it comes to the work environment
Japanese people show more responsibility for
their co-workers whereas in the Netherlands
colleagues are a bit more independent.
Japanese television also covers the news
more often than television stations in the
Netherlands. Japan also has a lot of
consumable media. Such as anime, manga
and other novels. We in the Netherlands
consume a lot more of British and American
content.

Group of participants on a self made craft
In this article I want to share my experiences
from my very first ICC and try to give people
who want to participate this unique camp some
tips what they could expect.

In Japan the railway systems are a bit more
regulated than in the Netherlands. There are
for example dedicated areas to stand in line
while station staff help you to board. In Dutch
railway stations people are not that guided.
Japanese people also rely more on public
transport. About half of the Japanese working
population is traveling by train each day. This
of course depends on the region and the size
of the towns and cities. In the Netherlands

Lots of ICC participants enjoying the evening
by chatting and sitting at the terrace
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Warning! Black humour

I expected to get to know more useful tools for
working on PC and to get in touch with the
blind and partially sighted people around
Europe from attending ICC. Now I know that it
was not a mistake to participate.

It’s a beautiful morning on the ICC camp in the
UK. Black Stefaan was just enjoying a shower
when all of a sudden the fire alarm went off.
“Not again” He sigh when grabbing his towel
and putting it on while walking out of the room.
On his way out he bumps into a staff member.
“It’s just a fire drill, so you can put on a shirt if
you’d like.” She said. “Oh, Thank you” Black
Stefaan replied as he turned around. After
putting on his dressing gown he returns to the
staff member who takes him outside to the
others. After a few minutes, a VICTA volunteer
guides him back to his room so he can rinse
off.

In addition, here I can practice more English as
well as getting to know a little bit about the
assistance techniques in other countries. For
example, I think England is not very strict in
using a white cane when the blind individual is
guided than in my country, the Czech
Republic. That is the same with guide dogs. If
you get a guide dog in England, you have no
white cane. If you get it in the Czech Republic,
you still have the cane, but it is much shorter
than your previous one.

Back to the order of the day. Time to wait in
line for breakfast. So glad it’s not a hassle, he
thinks to himself as a VICTA volunteer helps
him to get his meal and drinks and finds him a
place. After his daily portion of toast, croissant,
coffee and some socializing he is ready to find
his way to the sports hall to get warmed up for
his morning workshop session. Getting to know
a new programing language, challenge
accepted, he thought smiling to himself.

I also think that many blind individuals like me
sometimes just need to be among other blind
people. To take part in ICC you just have to
have good computer skills and English skills as
well. If your English is not so good you might
have some misunderstandings or you might
not be able to enjoy the workshops. There will
NOT be anyone who can interpret for you in
case you are in the workshop alone from your
country. No one can influence this because
you do not know if the participants from your
country have the same workshop. However,
you might have chosen the same workshop as
someone from your country but that doesn’t
automatically mean that you will have that
workshop on the same day.

The workshop was really interesting, but now
it’s time for lunch. Heading for a table with his
lunch he suddenly hears a voice that sounds
like heaven on earth. Putting his tray on the
table he turns around to start a conversation.
After some nice chitchat and the feeling of
butterflies, he turns around only to find out that
his sandwiches are gone. “Did someone stole
my sandwiches or is it already time for the next
workshop session?” he asks to the girl. “Look
at it this way, now you can eat more at the
BBQ tonight.” She answers.

In the case of applying, ICC also make sure
that you are able to concentrate for longer
periods of time. The workshops are about
three hours long, depending on the leader of
the workshop there might/might not be a
twenty/fifteen minutes break for getting
something to drink or eat and talk a little bit
with people from your workshop.

Time to get socialized and build up an
international network and whereelse can you
do this better than in a networking workshop.
At ICC time goes so fast that it’s already time
for the leisure time activities, or was it pleasure
time?

You can get the information about this unique
camp on the official website: icc-camp.info
The process of applying to participate in ICC in
each country is very different. Each country
has a few people responsible for the camp.
These are called National Coordinators.
National Coordinators in some countries may
test the future participants in English and
computer skills. On the other hand, some
countries might do it in a different way.Do you
fit the category of blind or partially sighted? Are
you 16-21 years old? Get the information and
join the next ICC!

Somewhat around nine Black Stefaan and his
girlfriend walk in to the bar with a big smile on
tare faces. Apparently winning a goalball
match is not only good for building muscles.
Nearly time for the last order so better get that
wodka-redbull now before it’s time to go to
bed. Now there is only one question left: What
does the term ICC stands for exactly?
By Amber Delsael, Katrien Van Gastel, Julia,
Thomas, Isolde Boussauw Black Stefaan

By Eliska Koldova
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A glance into leisure time

Let’s go again: Why should you join
ICC for a second time?

ICC gives perfect opportunities to visit a huge
diversity of workshops to learn numerous
things about computer programs, different
types of communication, handicappedaccessible devices and relevant skills for daily
life.

Three years ago, during a bright summer in
2016, I joined ICC for the first time. The camp
took place in Dresden, Germany. I had such a
good time; ten days full of meeting new people,
taking part in interesting workshops and of
course a little bit of partying in the evenings.
For me, it was amazing, being far away from
home with strangers from many different
countries. After the camp I felt full of inspiration
and I really wanted to join again next year.
Sadly, I wasn’t the only one and since there
are only six participants allowed for each
country, I had to stay home. But now, in 2019, I
finally managed to get through again as a
participant of the Dutch delegation.

But ICC is not only about learning – at least not
about learning in the common way as you
know it for example at school. At ICC, there is
another type of learning, a non-computerbased one. Because on ICC young people with
visual impairments get the opportunity to join
several leisure time activities to spend
enjoyable time together. You can have fun and
be able to do diverse types of sports and
relaxation while getting to know other people.

But why did I decide to come back and why
was I willing to try so hard? Wasn’t it more like,
been there, done that? No, definitely not! I’ll
explain why it’s worth to join ICC for a second,
a third, or, like a good friend of mine, a fourth
time, what does the camp make so magical
and what draws former participants back to it?

ICC is a place where young people with visual
impairments get the opportunity to play football
or goalball together and this is only a tiny
insight into the extensive offer of activities.
Additionally, this year is a room provided with
instruments, a spa area to relax and the
opportunity to visit the city of Hereford.
Students also went on a climbing trip. So, as
you can hopefully imagine by now, the offer is
huge and so is the joy it creates.

Like an addiction…
During ICC, socializing with different people
will be stimulated. Having fun with others will
be encouraged. Every day brings brand new
experiences to your life with workshops and an
excursion. You’re so busy that you hardly
notice another day has passed. Before you
know it, these awesome ten days are over. As
soon as you travel back home, you already
start to miss the camp: the morning meetings,
eating together, chatting with people having all
different kinds of accents… I guarantee you, as
soon as you leave the building where you’ve
stayed for ten days, you certainly want to run
back, unpack your luggage and enjoy another
great week.

Yes, ICC is about learning, but learning does
not only mean theoretical work and strict
timetables in workshops. It also means to
expand ones horizon while spending time
together. So, in my opinion, the leisure time
activities are at least as enriching as the
workshops are because they are about
personal contact and making new friends, one
of the most important goal of ICC!

Different kinds of workshops
Every year, there’s an amount of workshops
you can choose from. These workshops differ
each year. Some workshops stay the same,
like ‘networking’ and ‘employability skills’. They
will develop and change a little though. Other
ones, those you can choose from before the
camp starts, change every year, depending on
which workshop leaders, mostly staff
members, national coordinators and volunteers
are around to give them. Three years ago in
Dresden, workshops like ‘first aid’, ‘life hacks’
and even ‘Intimicy’ were given. This year, they
disappeared and instead you could go for

By Nadine Brunner
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theatre, cooking and sports workshops, as well
as a workshop about audio description. There
are so many great workshops and you can
only choose twelve! So even if the one you
really wish for isn’t on your schedule this year,
maybe it’ll return the next time you join the
camp and so you could try again.

had to travel through half the city to get to the
university where those workshops took place.
Every year, the location where you’re staying is
quite a surprise. Of course, before you apply,
you’ll know which country you’ll travel to, but
I’m talking about the rooms, the surroundings
and the different places where workshops and
leisure time activities take place. Yeah, those
leisure time activities are also different every
year.
This year we’re happy to have a spa and a
gym on the campus. Three years ago we
enjoyed outdoor skating and horse riding.
Those are some of the many activities you can
participate in after dinner. Of course those also
depends on the location where ICC takes
place.
So yes, there are many reasons to join ICC for
a second time: different workshops, different
people and different locations. If you’ve been
there once, you surely want to go another time.
And, if you are lucky, you will be able to do so.

Participants in a group, networking face to face
Meet different people. Of course, every year,
new participants join the club. Each country
brings six of them, and there are also
volunteers of your age. It’s quite likely though
that someone you met the first time is there as
well. Really, that happens a lot. Many people
stick to the community and manage to get back
to the camp as a volunteer or national
coordinator when they’re actually too old to join
as a participant. It’s so nice to see the friends
you made back after three years! And meeting
all those new people sure is great to build a
strong network, too.

By Morena Lam

Every year, ICC takes place in another
country. This year it’s in England, on the
campus of the Royal National College for the
Blind in Hereford. We have some nice
accommodation over here I can tell you. And
it’s great to have those nice British people
around with their beautiful accents!
Yeah, I love the UK and I’m happy to be here.
Mostly we stay on the campus, but still, you’ll
notice a lot about culture. That’s the same for
Germany, three years ago. We weren’t staying
on a campus but in a youth hostel, and so we
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Timer after workshops
ICC is an acronym for International Camp on Communication and Computers, but I think that the most
important word in this name is communication. Everyone wants to be part of a society and disabled
people are no different, this is why everyone here wants to be a part of our small ICC society. So in my
opinion the best time to integrate with the rest of camp is after workshops when leisure time activities
are taking place.
This is a wonderful time where you can practice sports with your friends, play team sports, relax in the
spa and talk about anything and everything you want. There are lots of available activities like goal
ball, cricket, football, canoes, gym and much more. Everything is prepared to be good for both blind
and poorly sighted people. Those activities are always supervised by qualified staff and volunteers so
this is a safe, healthy and creative way to meet other members of our camp’s society.
And now we must talk about ICC Café. What is it? So, after leisure time at nine in the evening we
meet each other in the canteen which is know our little social club. That is a perfect opportunity to
know other people better, to ask about their hobbies, where they came from, which type of music they
like. In conclusion, ICC Café and our leisure time activities are the best way to meet new people. In
this time we can better integrate with other participants and conquer in many disciplines in a safe,
good and healthy way. So, we shouldn’t treat activities after workshops as something less important
because this is exactly what we need to integrate with the rest of our camps society.
by Bartlomiej Dziurzynski

Does it sounds familiar, or just seems to be?
As you probably know, ICC is firstly a single event, which gathers a lot
of people from the whole of Europe. It is probably the only such event
which involves the whole world. That is probably the reason why there
are some legends, myths and truths surrounding it. The atmosphere of
ICC is created by many things, like the food, the venue, the weather
etc., but it’s obvious that the most part of it is always created by people.
It sounds very simple, but it’s also the most important part of it. But
what do you think, how to find some kind of connection between about
70 people from whole Europe?
People in a workshop
Firstly, it can be that we are part of the European Union. Actually, it’s kind
of a positive idea, but it seems that it does not connect people as much as
expected. Well, perhaps in an economical way, but it’s not this kind of
connection which I am interested in. Another part of it is probably our
visual impairment. Yeah, that’s definitely something that connects us as
brothers and sisters. We are facing, more or less, the same kind of
problem, and of course we can almost fully understand each other. Of
course, there are some exceptions from this rule. Everyone knows, that
there are people, who can’t be understood by anyone no matter what
theirs level of vision is.
Another thing which I would like to mention is really surprising, at least for
me. Yeah, I know that it sounds weird. How can you find some kind of
language connection in international environment?

A music jam

For sure, you can find all kinds of languages here, because if you think that all people would like to
talk only English 24/7, you’re probably wrong. But only a bit, because of course British people do it.
Oh, but why have I been mentioning language connection in international event? It’s something that’s
called language families.
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I can only mention it from a position of a Slavic person, and Slavic language family, but I’m sure that it
happens for all language families. To make the situation clearer, I am from Poland, but this
phenomenon is everywhere.
Could you imagine, how much I was surprised, when I heard Czech people speaking? For me, it
sounds like small children try to speak Polish and changing some words from time to time. I suppose,
that for them our language sounds in the same kind. But from another hand, they sound sometimes
really familiar to each others, and it’s what make our nations more connected. Actually, sometimes I
am used to make a challenge, called what Czech people are talking about. Yea, this language gives
our both nations a lot of fun and surprises. This is kind of connection which I always used to love, and
it reminds me, that we are always a part of something greater.
The same kind of stories you can find between German and Dutch speakers. I use to ask German
people about theirs Dutch understanding. They always used to say, that Dutch language it’s just a
destroyed German words with stolen and destroyed some English ones, and mixed together.
Of course, I am not going to offend anyone, every language has theirs beauty and roots, but it’s
always good to have some fun from us. Well, the conclusion is, that if you are tired of speaking English
all the time, or just you want to have another kind of amusement, just find some group from your
language family, listen to them, and try to guess, what they’re talking about. Really, it gives me a lot of
fun sometimes. And be careful! Sometimes one word can sounds the same in both languages, but it
can means something totally different!
By Mateusz Papierski

Thanks to everyone
who made ICC UK 2019
a great success!
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